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INSIDE... 
swim team program abolished amid controversy page 11 
Controversy surrounds 
homecoming deadline 
by Dee Shurling 
The 1989 ASC homecoming race has 
become a controversial topic. Davita 
Capers,, a sophmore who was crowned 
homecoming queen, allegedly missed the 
deadline for applications. The deadline 
was Friday , 13 January at 5:00, and A1 
Harris, director of Student Activities and 
adviser to the College Union Board, claims 
her application was discovered pushed 
under the door of the student activities 
office on the following school day, 17 
January. Some people are upset that the 
mles of the contest were not strictly ob­
served. Others think that the incident is 
being blown out of proportion. There are 
speculations that both the decision to allow 
Capers to run and the indignation aroused 
by this decision are racially motivated. 
CUB chairman Bob Long said he feels 
that although Harris "may have felt pres­
sure from minority organizations, this did 
not affect his decision to let Capers partici­
pate." Long explained that CUB is not very 
strict about deadlines. Earlier in the quar­
ter, the deadlines for the Miss ASC Pageant 
and the SGA elections were both extended 
because of a shortage of applicants. Harris 
also stated t hat in some past contests, "if 
everyone wh o entered late had not been 
allowed to run, there would have been only 
two or three contestants." Long thinks that 
this deviation fro m policy is theoretically 
wrong an d makes the CUB appear "less 
professional." 
However, their goal is to get as many 
students as possible involved, and in a 
school the s ize of Armstrong it is hard to 
turn away people who want to participate. 
Long also noted that the race for home­
coming q ueen is basically a "popularity 
contest. " The queen does not have any 
official duties, and therefore he believes the 
controversy is overblown. 
Mike West, who is the chairman of 
special events for CUB, agreed that al­
though some students are upset, the right 
decision was made. He stated that the idea 
of not letting Capers run "never crossed our 
mind because The Inkwell had not gone to 
press yet. The Inkwell is the primary tool 
of the homecoming race because it's how 
most students find out who's running. If 
she had not made it in time for the paper we 
would possibly not have allowed her to 
run. 
He also stated that he believes students 
who are dissatisfied with the election re­
sults are "looking for a scapegoat," and A1 
Harris and himself are the easiest targets. 
He said, "if the finger is going to be pointed 
at anyone, it should be pointed at Capers," 
because she knew far in advance of the 
deadline, and she missed it. 
Vernell Cutter, president of Caper's 
sponsor organization, Ebony Coalition, 
claims this is not the truth. According to 
Cutter, Capers turned her application in on 
the deadline, but minus the photographs 
needed. Harris then instructed her to turn it 
in along with the photographs on the fol­
lowing school day, which she did. 
Alfred Owens, director of Minority 
Affairs, who is also Caper's grandfather, 
also expressed doubt that the application 
was actually was late. Capers could not be 
reached for comment. 
This is not the first time this year that 
there has been a conflict between CUB and 
Ebony Coalition. According to Cutter, his 
organization was not pleased with the way 
the Miss ASC pageant was handled. Long 
stated that there were not enough students 
participating to make a "good contest," and 
therefore the deadline was extended. Cut­
ter said there were enough participants, but 
they were all black, and this was the real 
reason for the extension. He also said, 
"Why was there no uproar over this deci­
sion?" 
When questioned about the origins of 
this controversy, he said that it was not 
racially motivated, but rather "clique moti­
vated." He theorized that students may be 
upset because Ebony Coalition supported 
winners in the Miss ASC pageant and the 
homecoming race, as well as having a 
member win the office of SGA president. 
"People were amazed that a once dormant 
organization could accomplish their goals. 
It is neither right nor fair to criticize us for 
this." Cutter also gave a "forecast" thatPhi 
Mu will be the next organization targeted, 
as they are becoming more involved. 
Harris believed that questions of racism 
were going to come up which ever way the 
question was decided. CUB was damned 
if we did and damned if we didn't." If 
Capers had not been allowed to run, there 
would have been charges of racism. Be­
cause she was deemed eligible, some are 
unsatisfied with the execution of contest 
The newly elected 1989-90 SGA executive officers. 
For more see page 8. 
ASC ROTC hosts regional military ball at Hunter Army Airfield officer's club 
rules. The way to prevent future problems 
of this nature is to insist that the rules of 
school contests are precisely stated and 
consistently enforced. 
Dr. Buck, vice president of Student 
Affairs, admits that in the past SGA has 
been lenient "sometimes, extending some 
deadlines and sticking by others." How­
ever, he has "no strong feelings" about this 
incident, and says only that "we'll try to do 
better next year." He claimed that because 
homecoming queen is only an honorary 
title, the controversy is "much ado about 
nothing." 
Harris stated that, beginning this quar­
ter, deadlines will be strictly enforced and 
no voting will be allowed without valid 
student IDs. "Recent events in general, 
including the SGA elections," influenced 
this decision. 
West said that now is the best time to 
begin being more faithful to policy. 
Owens is one person who believes dead­
lines should be met. "If the allegations are 
true, it was grossly unfair to the other can­
didates. Those persons who feel their vote 
was violated would be correct." 
He also said, "The controversy surround­
ing the affair is justified. If she was late and 
allowed to participate the system has bro­
ken down and she face disqualification."" 
Cutter, however, stated that "tightening 
deadlines takes away opportunity. Ebony 
Coalition strives to get as many minority 
students involved as possibile." 
Both sides of this issue have been pre­
sented as fairly as possible. The Inkwell 
encourages anyone who wishes to com­
ment to do so. • 
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EDITORIAL 
b^MaureeiHraglia 
As Mark Twain once said, "Rumors of 
my death have been greatly exaggerated." 
I'm not dead, yet, I'm just resigning. Un­
fortunately, due to financial reasons I will 
no longer be able to continue as editor of 
The Inkwell. This was a very difficult 
decision to make but one that I feel is best 
for my circumstances and the future of the 
paper. 
In just two quarters we have made a lot 
of changes and have increased student and 
faculty participation. We have both an­
gered and inspired readers. We have in­
formed readers of important campus issues 
such as the smoking ban, college students 
and AIDS and SGA election coverage. Yet, 
without a supportive staff any success this 
year would have been impossible and I am 
grateful for the Inkwell staff s enthusiasm 
and support. 
Thanks to Roger Smith's leg work and 
Stacy Hook's book work, the advertising 
revenue's were able to pay staff writers. 
Phone calls and meetings with Stacy have 
solved many problems and sometimes cre­
ated new ones, but none we couldn' t handle. 
Without Ron Speir's help facts would never 
have been checked, comics never reduced, 
captions never created and editors would 
have gone hungry. 
I have learned many things as editor: 
you can't please everyone, sometimes the 
'right thing to do' is much more important 
than the popular decision, stick by your 
principles, be prepared to eat your words, 
lots of people (but not all) are only in it for 
themselves, and you find out who your 
friends really are. 
But most of all, I have learned that it's 
important to know what is good for you and 
go for it As editor or as student you receive 
lots of free advice. Remember, free advice 
is worth about as much as you paid for it. It 
doesn't matter what Mr. Joe Schmoe wants 
you to do if you don't believe in it. All your 
life you have developed your own stan­
dards, standards that work well for you. 
Trust them. Trust yourself, trust your facts 
and act on instinct 
I have asked Anne Muller, who has 
served as Layout Editor thus far, to fill the 
position of editor. I am confident that the 
paper is in very capable hands. Without her 
own high standards, ability to function on 
little or no sleep and her greatly appreciated 
sense of humor we never would have come 
this far. She has the kind of enthusiasm that 
breeds enthusiasm, a quality that is synony­
mous with success. 
I have offered my help and support to 
Anne and hope to continue working with 
The Inkwell as much as I can. Thanks to 
everyone that has supported our efforts, 
silently or aloud. Thanks for your criticism 
and opinions, without them we may never 
improve. 
Believe it or not, I'm going to miss 
everything about The Inkwell , from the 
accomplishments and pressures, to the 
brainstorming sessions and mistakes. Yes, 
I even think I'm going to miss the late 
nights. Wake me when you're done, Anne. 
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Dr. Cooksey suffered minor injuries after disgruntled philosophy 
students attacked him, trying to prove his existence for the final exam 
Last day to drop/add is 
April 5 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Campaign tactics questioned 
Editor: 
It's time again for elections and some 
people still haven't learned their lesson. I 
have been here four years and having served 
on both the S.G.A. and C.U.B., I have seen 
some good competition and campaigning 
for these offices, but the last two elections 
(including this one) have been nothing but 
a disgrace. Mario Ruja, who ran for Treas­
urer last ye ar, won basically from untrue 
stories about his opponents, rumors, and 
empty promises made to the students who 
didn't even know who he was or if he had 
the correct qualifications to be in that of­
fice. This year, Ruja is running for vice 
president and he is still continuing his old 
ways. Just recently The Inkwell ran a 
special elections issue to introduce the 
S.G.A. candidates. In his list of qualifica­
tions, he states that he is the secretary of the 
new frate rnity Phi Sigma Chi, which is 
nothing but a lie. On February 24,1989, in 
the faculty dining room, I was elected as the 
first secretary of the fraternity. Mr. Ruja 
feels that if he can fool the ones who don't 
know him, he will win. As shocking as it 
may seem, it was only last election that he 
and another S.G.A. candidate continually 
downgraded the Greek organizations on 
campus. Ironically, he now claims to be the 
secretary of the Greek fraternity. Ruja also 
goes on to say that he is a member of several 
organizations, which may be true, but I 
have spoken with members of these organi­
zations and they are only aware of his 
slightest participation. BSU members are 
wondering who he is in touch with because 
no one has spoken with him. When I was 
the treasurer of the S.G.A. and C.U.B., I 
made the goal early in my term to have the 
budget for the following year completed 
and approved by the end of winter quarter. 
I succeeded. Mr. Ruja, as of yet, has not 
even held the first budget discussion hear­
ing. Oragizing [jic ], formulating, and 
getting the budget approved is the most 
important accomplishment for the treas­
urer, and he is very far behind. With the 
elections being held early, the newly elected 
senate cannot go into office until the pres­
ent senate approves the budget for next 
year. Because of his lack of interest in 
doing the job "correctly" that he was elected 
for, everyone is suffering. When he ran for 
treasurer last year he neglected to inquire 
what the position entailed from any experi­
enced person. Again this year he still has 
not attempted to find out what the vice 
president actually does or what kind of 
powers he or she has. From reading his 
fliers I see that he is again making nonsense 
promises that I feel he cannot keep. This 
year he wants to make the Dorm Council 
and the Organizational Congress more ef­
fective. Both of these organizations are 
separate from the senate. The Dorm Coun­
cil is run by only the dorm students, which 
he is not, and the Organizational Congress 
is more of the president's concern. He goes 
on to say that he will make kindercare avail­
able to all students with children, but in all 
actuality, it is already open to all students 
with children. Also on his fliers, it seems as 
though he doesn't intend to help any stu­
dents under 21, and he knows nothing about 
ROTC or its cadets. Miss Editor, I feel that 
Mr. Ruja is not a good candidate and is not 
qualified for the office of vice president. I 
am positive, that if he is elected, he will do 
a worse job than he has as treasurer and 
Armstrong State College and its students 
will have to suffer for that mistake. 
Tom McGalliard 
Editor's note: This letter was re­
ceived March 2, the day after the last Ink­
well went to press. 
Reader responds to Roe V. Wade 
_ . o ic nnt9" Nnw mav I ask. is th 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in reference to the article 
"Overturning Roe V. Wade: What Prob­
lems Will that Solve?" in the Feburary 24 
issue. 
I will immediately say that I am preg-
ference is ot?  o  y I , i  t e 
mother who aborts her unborn child not a 
murderer and the mother who starves her 
child a murderer? What hypocrisy! 
Many presumptions are made in this 
article with no facts as abasis. Ms. Shurling 1 am  ~ -
nanwiton, firachild andl am defimtely reveai, d,a. tore 
Uve in America-a place to. (anp-
posedly) all have the right to life, liberty, babies. These pres p ^ f _ _ . 
and the pursuit of happiness. But some 
think that they have the right to restrict thse 
freedoms by aborting children. So, one 
might say, what about the mother's rights? 
What about them? Everyone knows how a 
child is conceived and when a woman 
becomes pregnant, she should be respon-
impregnated by their rapist and if they are, 
I say, have the baby. Why should the child 
suffer for the evil of its father? 
Do you realize that a women can abort 
her baby up until the day of the delivery? 
Sol suppose that the women who have their 
babies and put them in plastic bags to suf­
focate and die were just a few days late. For 
now they are murderers, but a few days 
before, they wouldn't have been. 
Enclosed are several graphic pictures of 
second and third trimester abortions (6-9 
months). If one can honestly look at these 
photographs and still believe abortion 
should continue, then they are no better 
than the actual murderers of these innocent 
lives... 
Editor's note: Although the Inkwell wel­
comes letters to the editor, only literature 
from non-partisan, non-profit organiza­
tions is printed, on a space available basis. 
Joaquin G. Hall 
Seatbelts, helmets, and condoms 
Editor: 
The article on AIDS defenses in college 
was very well-written and researched; 
nevertheless, the problems stated therein 
are all too evident. Motorcyclists who ride 
without helmets, motorists who drive with­
out seatbelts, and sexually active people 
who do not protect themselves against 
communicable diseases are all alike in one 
respect—they can't believe it will happen 
to them. While easily available condoms in 
the dorms or on campus may allow Ad­
ministration to rescind responsibility, there 
will be no more of a significant increase in 
condom users that in seatbelts when their 
use became mandatory. 
Another point is that, when sexual at­
traction leads to the bedroom, it can be a 
very fragile emotion. Few new relation­
ships—or even established ones—will 
suffer the "insult" of a condom gladly. A 
condom means "Whatever you've got, I 
don't want it" be it the egg or sperm that 
forms achild, herpes, syphillis, or AIDS. It 
means that your partner thinks you may 
have had unsavory sexual partners —how 
dare he/she think so? Since every sexual 
attraction is an emotional, not rational urge, 
emotions can be swiftly altered by the in­
jection of seroius thought. Who, after all, 
would be sexually aroused by the con­
stantly applied logic of Dr. Spock? 
Those who do use condoms will con­
tinue to do so, much as those who wear 
motorcycle helmets or seatbelts will do so 
from state to state, no matter what the laws 
may be. Those who do not or will not, will 
continue in the fond belief that they are 
impervious to harm, unless they witness a 
friend fall victim— or they themselves 
become victims. 
Befeore you think I am speaking down 
from a pedestal, please be aware that I 
never wore a seatbelt. Never. Now I do. I 
respnded to a call one lovely summer after­
noon, where two young girls had wrecked 
their car. After spending fifteen minutes 
working on the one who had been thrown 
from the vehicle, I assisted in the extrica­
tion of the other, who had been pinned by 
the dashboard—sideways—in the car. As 
I climbed into the front seat of the ambu­
lance, I latched my seatbelt. I've worn one 
ever since. 
Self-preservation is a matter of common 
sense and self-respect. No matter what the 
Surgeon General and the devout religious 
believe, abstention and celibacy are not the 
answer; sexual drives are all too strong to 
ignore with any consistency. I would no 
more think of ignoring my feelings than I 
would forgo my car and license because of 
inherent dangers in either realm. The re­
sults of taking risks have been before me all 
too often. We cannot eliminate the risks of 
sexual indulgence, so we need to protect 
ourselves from them as best we can. Risks 
not protected against result in death. Pe­
riod. 
Beatrice M. Jones 
DieS. f 
Ms. Shurling also talks of a future soci­
ety with no morals; that is today s prob­
lem—very few people have regard for the 
sanctity of human life, so many innocent 
lives are snuffed out. 
But, ultimately, no matter what happens 
when a mother aborts her own child, the 
n ta o ic u» ... 
sible for her actions by fulfiling her role as gutJ l sQund terribly coid,but isn't 
a mother to that child. murdering an innocent child terribly cold? 
Using an example from the article, ^ ̂  Qf rape and incest preg_ 
quote: ". ..a fetus is helpless, they Lpro- . liketheyarecommon occurrences, 
lifers] say, but a three year old whose shows very few women are-
mother is letting her starve through mdif-
LAUREN'S 
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OPINIONS 
n i KW i w nia  — — 
Gun control: a matter of justice versus criminals 
If I asked you today, "Who was Patrick 
Purdy?" would you know the answer? 
More than likely not, but you do know what 
he did. 
In February, Patrick Purdy used an AK-
47 assault rifle to attack a playground full of 
school children, killing several and scar­
ring many for life. This one man set off the 
current brouhaha over gun control and 
bannings in America. 
The issue of gun control is just as con­
troversial and opinionated as the war over 
the legality/morality of abortion. Both 
issues have large lobbying groups that call 
for sympathy for the victims as the main 
course of argument. 
While the National Rifle Association 
with its vast political lobbying power can 
be considered radical with members like 
Bubba-the-deerslayer, the NRA does make 
a few accurate statements about guns that 
must be considered. Like the ACLU, the 
NRA counterbalances people on the oppo­
site end of the political spectrum who at­
tack laws, and however radical the ACLU 
or NRA seems, they at least present alterna­
tives and ideas to the bulk of Americians 
who walk the middle of the road. The NRA 
is not just a bunch of hunters who want an 
Uzi to go duck hunting with, although I do 
wonder. The NRA is a large constituency 
of a cross section of Americans who are 
concerned over the downward spiral of the 
country (and some may actually listen to 
Morton Downey, Jr). 
Patrick Purdy was not a common gun 
owner who went bonkers one day, grabbing 
his handy assault weapon and hundreds of 
rounds of ammunition from his closet on 
his way to a Stockton, California school­
yard. 
In a paid NRA advertisment, the crimi­
nal record of Purdy is laid out. This man 
had seven serious criminal offenses over an 
eight year period. Three times he faced 
weapons charges, and his final offense 
included resisting arrest. Purdy's proba­
tion report called him a danger to himself 
and others. 
The American justice system continued 
to drop charges against Purdy orpleabargin 
them down from felony charges. And still, 
the 15-day waiting period and background 
check cleared Purdy for repeated gun pur­
chases. Where is the brain of our bureauc­
racy? Laws are meant to be obeyed. Safe 
guards are meant to be used to protect. 
To start with Purdy should not have 
been on the streets. Our justice system 
needs to become stricter, especially for 
repeat offenders. If the Purdys of the world 
are allowed to walk, why aren't the Man-
sons? I, for one, have lost faith in the great 
Americian justice system. I would rather 
see a Hammurabi-type law system, where 
the consequences of a crime are clear and 
uniformly carried through. 
Secondly, the background checks for 
weapon purchases should mean something. 
If the government would do it properly, gun 
control could work and would be accepted. 
With the purchase of any firearm, a com­
prehensive background check with strict 
protocols should be instituted, prior to issu­
ing a permit. From then on, subsequent 
purchases would be much easier with the 
permit already issued for that person. Iam 
not saying to sell anyone with a permit any 
gun they wish, but I think the idea for the 
legal purchase of guns by lawful cititzens is 
plausible. 
Not all guns should be readily available. 
Gun dealers should have strict criteria to 
meet to be able to sell each type of gun. 
Assualt type guns, which are at he center of 
the controversy, should be sold by only a 
handful of channels obstructing the acces-
sibilty to the general public. 
Lastly, the arguments by the uninformed 
public are moot. The media has swayed the 
public opinion on an anti-gun course. On 
March 16, CBS's 48 Hours presented an 
episode that was definitely slanted to ma­
nipulate the emotions of uninformed view­
ers. In many cases, assualt weapons aren't 
the most dangerous. Powerful automatic 
weapons can do damage at least equal to 
most assault weapons. If given fair, equal 
time pro-NRA types could present equally 
moving propaganda like the media for the 
simple purpose of selling papers and in-
creaseing ratings. 
Taking away all of the nation's guns 
because of the terrible crimes of criminals 
who are allowed to stalk the streets would 
be like banning the use of all automobiles 
because drunk drivers have killed innocent 
children with cars. The lawmakers cannot 
allow the heat of the moment to f orce a 
quick, illogical decision— only st ricter 
criminal codes will make a change because 
criminals will always get guns one way or 
another, and gun control checks would make 
the way a criminal gets a gun more difficult 
and more expensive. 
It has become a cliche lost in the heated 
debates, but nevertheless it is a very true 
statement: It is not the gun that kills, it is the 
person that uses it. • 
SELLf defense: what should we say to get rid of pesky salesmen 
by Stacy Hooks 
"Mom my Mom my Mom my C'mere 
Quick!" 
My mother, previously enjoying a 
leisurely bath, streaked from the bathroom 
and into the living room, leavin g a trail of 
soapy water. Rubbing thcr soap from her 
eyes, she thundered, "WHAT IS IT?" Six 
years old, wide-eyed and speechless, I 
pointed to the fromt door where two young 
men wearing white shirts and dark slacks 
stood, religious tracts in hand. I hadn't 
meant to let them in, really; all I did was 
crack the door and in they came. So I called 
Mommy. And there s he stood, wearing 
nothing but her dentures. Shocked and 
humiliated, she stared at the (for once) 
silent young men. After a long moment, 
she turned and ran crying into the bedroom. 
The young men left 
Maybe my mother should have 
grabbed a robe; after all, the young men 
could not have anticipated such a scene. 
Her home is, however, her home, and these 
young men were not invited. Without even 
a "May we talk with you a moment?" they 
came into our 1 iving room to sell their faith. 
B ut door-to-door solicitors aren' t the 
only culprits; some solicitors worm their 
way into our homes via the telephone lines. 
Door-to-door and telephone solici­
tation should be prohibited. 
These types of solicitation are an 
invasion of the customer-victim's privacy. 
He may be, like my mother, in the bathtub. 
The doorbell or telephone may awaken a 
napping child, or a napping adult. Many 
people are not suitably dressed to receive an 
unexpected salesman, and nobody appreci-
ales having a family meal or a favorite 
television program interrupted by a pesty 
salesman. Many people simply do not wish 
to be disturbed. 
Uninvited salesman c reate an awk­
ward situation for their customer-victims. I 
don't think that people really want to slam 
the door or the telephone receiver to rid 
themselves of an unwanted solicitor. But 
they do not want to listen to them, either. 
Aware of ever-increasing crime rates, 
people, especially women, are afrid to open 
their door to a stranger, or to give informa­
tion such as thier address or credit card 
number over over the telephone. True, the 
customer-victim can certainly refuse- but 
only after the initial intrusion. 
Our homes are just that—ours—and 
should be used as we see fit, but organiza­
tions, both religious and business, use them 
as satellite offices. These organizations do 
so to reduce their operating costs and to 
reach potential customers they might not 
otherwise contact. The customer-victim 
should not be expected to defray the organi­
zations' operating costs, nor should he be 
expected to shop unwillingly. When I want 
to buy, I will go to a place of business. Not 
only will I be shopping for what I want, but 
I will have a good idea that the business of 
my choice is a legitimate one. Instead of 
greeting solicitors with a friendly "Hello," 
we try to avoid them now—and their high-
pressure sales pitches. 
Gone are the days of welcome so­
licitors. They were regular visitors and we 
did not view them as intruders. The Avon 
lady always had coffee and a friendly chat 
with my mother, and never forgot to bring 
me perfume and lipstick samples to play 
with. Although she came primarily to sell 
Avon, she never pressured my mother to 
buy—and my mother bought more Avon 
then than she does now. The Jewel Tea man 
always had a doggie treat in his pocket to 
quiet our German shepherd, and he gave me 
cloth swatches to cut out paper doll clothes 
with. Like the Avon lady, he, too came pri­
marily to sell, but never pressured my 
mother to buy—she bought her cocoa, tea, 
amd most of her cloth from him because she 
wanted to, not to get him out of the house. 
A bit nostalgic? Maybe. But we 
knew that we could trust them. Now, the 
Avon lady and the Jewel Tea man come 
only if we call them. I miss those visits. 
Present-day solicitors are generally 
unwelcome. Almost invariably, they catch 
us when we are least prepared to deal with 
them, test our manners to the extreme, and 
use our homes and telephones, however in­
directly, to conduct their business. And 
they pressure us, or at least try to pressure 
us, into buying. 
You can always "call" Rambo, your 
pet bulldog that's allergic to rabies vaccina­
tions, affect a tubercular cough, or ha ve 
your Aunt Gertrude tell them about h er 
operation. You could ask them to help you 
find your pet scorpion who's on the loose 
somewwhere in the living room. If y° u 
have a neighbor you can't stand, tell t he 
salesman that Mr. So-and-So's been want­
ing a new vacuum cleaner, thinking about 
joining the church, etc. 
If all else fails, tell the salesperson 
to leave, or hang up the phone. And don t 
feel guilty-after all, it's you house/ phone. 
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Admin on reserving activity period 
Recently, SGA outgoing vice presi­
dent Stephanie Norman and outgoing sec­
retary Vernell Cutter approached admini­
stration about enforcing the college regula­
tion that fifth period is an activities period, 
during which only certain classes can be 
scheduled. Following are the responses of 
ASC president Robert Burnett and vice 
president Butler in letters to Norman and 
Cutter. 
Burnett: In view of the importance of 
encouraging and promoting cocurncular 
activities for students, faculty, and staff at 
Armstrong State College, I reaffirm the 
fifth period (12:30pm-1:20pm) each school 
day as an activities period for this institu­
tion. 
Please retain this [affirmation]- as a 
commitment of the college to the fifth pe­
riod activi ties hour. I am charging vice 
presidents Buck and Butler, deans Adams, 
Repella, and Megathlin, and Mr. Harris to 
monitor the scheduling during the fifth 
period to assure its compliance with this 
college regulation. 
Please keep me informed of any diffi­
culties associated with this college regula­
tion. 
Butler: I have done a close study of the 
current status regarding the offering of fifth 
period classes. Though there was a consid­
erable amount of discussion regarding this 
matter, I can find nothing definitive any­
where to settle the issue categorically. 
Nonetheless, the deans and I have made an 
extended review on the issue and we are 
working vigorously with the department 
heads to make sure that the general consen­
sus that seems to exist is in fact followed. 
The practice is that classes are not to be 
scheduled during the fifth period except 
Country Convenience 
Fresh Deli Sandwiches 
Windsor Forest Shopping Center 
12409 White Bluff Road 
925-3447 
Codswallop, claptrap, 
and Aryan flapdoodle: 
a review of the ASC catalog 
by Lubby Juggins 
under the following circumstances. If a 
class has more than one section, with at 
least one section available during the day at 
an hour other than fifth period, then a fifth 
period section can be scheduled. In some 
very unusual circumstances in which an 
upper division required course is strongly 
needed to accomodate graduating students, 
such a course can be scheduled in the fifth 
period, but only upon careful review and 
approval by the school dean who shall give 
consideration to the student clientele af­
fected and the consequences of such sched­
uling. In some cases, clinical courses must 
be scheduled during the fifth period owing 
to the requirements of the clinical agencies 
involved. Furthermore, because of the 
laboratory requirements in some science 
courses, laboratories may, on occasion, be 
scheduled during the noon hour though 
efforts will be made to see that this does not 
occur without a justifiable reason. 
Finally, we have had a rapid enrollment 
increase at the college and, although our 
enrollment has not exceeded the all-time 
high, the on-campus enrollment may well 
be the highest in the history of the college. 
Because of this, it may be neccessary from 
time-to-time to offer fifth period classes, 
when a part-time faculty member has no 
other available teaching period. To my 
knowledge this has not yet occurred and I 
believe it is not vrey likely to occur. 
I hope, in the months to come, students 
will see that the administration and the 
faculty are making a good faith effort to 
encourage student activities and to protect 
the integrity of the fifth period hour for that 
purpose. Nonetheless, if problems due 
occure, I hope they will be brought to my 
attention. •> 
OPINION 
Spit out that piece of gum, mister, and 
fetch your college catalog—right now. 
You've got it, the gray thing with the Tomb 
of the Unknown Student etched in white on 
the cover. Okay, flip through it and tell me 
if this isn't the biggest load of codswallop, 
claptrap, and Aryan flapdoodle that you've 
ever seen. 
No, no, I'm not talking about those 
brutal lists of degree requirements or even 
the moronic descriptions of courses that 
haven't been offered in fifty-one years. 
Pure fiction, as everybody knows, like the 
pedigrees of the "full-time members of the 
teaching corps" (those matchbook wonders 
listed in the back). 
What's got me bouncing off the walls is 
all the hype and blather—the goofy promo 
stuff that's supposed 
to seduce thousands 
of moist seventeen-
year-olds into shred­
ding their Duke 
scholarships in favor 
of a "beautiful cam­
pus, a friendly smile, 
and modern facili­
ties" at rah-rah Arm­
strong State. Yipes! 
Start with the 
pictures, and take a 
good look. Blondes. 
Grinning, guffawing, gabbing, giggling, an 
Aryan carnival of blondes. Blondes cavort­
ing in the fountain. Blondes cooing on the 
telephone. Blondes fondling, blondes 
swooning, blondes surfing, for godsake. A 
peroxide eruption. 
Now, kid, look more closely. Every 
picture, it's the same blondes. Half-day 
rentals from Miss Glairol. Tell me, have 
you seen any of those glowing geeks on 
campus? Of course not. For one thing, this 
is a qommuter college, and people who 
work forty hours a week don't have time to 
loll around the quad grinning insanely. For 
another thing, the average age of the Arm­
strong student is twenty-six, and—except 
for a college administrator or two—no potty-
trained adult over the legal drinking age is 
still frosting his or her hair. 
But the pictures tell only half the story. 
Try reading this guff. All our favorite 
cliches are here: "a career investment," "a 
bright future," "educational horizons," 
"historic Savannah." Prattle on and lather 
us with your foamy prose—prose that moves 
the lips and numbs the mind. 
There are words here that make me 
choke back tears, words that make me want 
to donate my glands to science—right now. 
Check out the bold print on page eight: 
Come On! 
Experience life at 
Armstrong. 
Oh, come on yourself. If this catalog is 
Armstrong, if this catalog with its grinning 
homogenized blondes and its Vel veeta prose 
is life, book me a cheap seat out of here, 
right now. 
But everybody knows this twaddle ain't 
Armstrong and it ain't life. It's just the 
same twaddle found in every other college 
catalog. You know, just once, before they 
stuff my bones in to a Hefty bag and drop me 
by the curb, I'd like to see a real, genuine, 
no-bull catalog. 
I'd like to see pictures of real students— 
pimento eyed and sway-backed, lipstick on 
the chin and baby barf on the collar, stag­
gering in for a 7:30 session with Dr. De-
mento. Or a shift worker smelling of kero­
sene and Top Job, passed out in his biology 
book in a library carrel. Or one of those 
dream-deferred students hurrying out of an 
N4 class to put the 
rug rats to bed so 
she can study and 
catch a few hours' 
sleep before weav­
ing downtown to 
the office the next 
morning. I'd es­
pecially like to see 




me a bit if nobody 
was grinning from ear to ear. 
And, before they hang me, I'd just once 
like to read something honest in a college 
catalog. "This isn 't Myrtle Beach," it might 
say, "and it sure ain't the Ivy league, but if 
you're ready to bust your buns you can get 
a decent education. You'll have to endure 
a few professors who insist on working out 
their anxieties in your face, though most 
know their stuff and still manage to care— 
even at minimum wage. 
"You'll probably never raid a panty, tap 
a keg, sing a fight song, or slurp coffee 
head-to-head with your favorite prof. And, 
Lord knows, you won' t' find yourself here. 
But after you've gone through hell—after 
years of bookstore ripoffs, professorial 
ironies, and inane courses—you just might 
make something of yourself here. But it 
ain't Sears, remember, and there're no 
guarantees." 
Then, at the bottom of the page, maybe 
directly across from a snapshot of a dental 
hygeinist frantically dashing off an essay in 
a lavatory stall will be the new slogan: 
Armstrong... 
No B.S. here. 
And you know, that's iust the sort of thing 
that could make me rip up a scholarship to 
Duke. • 
MONEY TALKS 
Democratic leaders want to 
implement Nat'l Service Program 
(CPS) Democratic leaders ended a 3-day 
conference in Philadelphia March 11 with 
a talk not about the budget, the Middle East 
or the greenhouse effect but about college 
students. 
They want students to join the military 
or perform a community service in order to 
get financial aid in the future, they said. 
The aid, in turn, would be grants — not 
loans — that, of course, would not have to 
be repaid. 
And while the idea of swapping college 
grants for "national service" is an old one, 
a number of plans now before congress 
seems to have a chance of passing this year, 
observers say. The prospect, moreover, 
scares most college groups. 
"Our group is opposed to any bill that 
would tie national service to financial aid," 
said Janet Lieberman of the U.S. Student 
Association, a Washington, D.C. based or­
ganization which represents campus gov­
ernments around the country. 
"I don't like it at all," said Daniel Marti­
nez, financial aid director at New Mexico 
High and University (NMHU). 
Critics worry campuses will become the 
exclusive property of rich kids because 
everyone else will be working in hospitals 
or in the armed forces to get money for 
college. 
Yvette Torres of the National Education 
Association, the country's biggest teach­
ers' union, charges that the idea presents 
"serious obstacles to higher education" for 
middle- and lower-income students. 
But some collcgiates like NMHU stu­
dent Suzy Chavez say they like the idea, 
and political leaders like House Speaker 
Jim Wright, Senate Majority Leader George 
Mitchell, Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton, and 
Democratic Committee Chairman Ron 
Brown, who promoted the idea in Philadel­
phia March 11 called it a great way to feed 
volunteers into the public sector while teach­
ing students that democracy has a cost. 
Students also would graduate debt-free, 
the Democrats said in their two-hour pres­
entation. 
The most popular plan, sponsored by 
Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga.) and Rep. Dave 
McCurdy (D-Okla.), would junk the exist­
ing financial aid system in favor of a "Citi­
zen Corps." 
Students would perform at least one 
year of community service — at, say, a 
hospital — or enlist in the military for a 
minimum"of two years. They would earn 
vouchers of $12,000 for each year in the 
mil itary and $ 10,000 for each year of com­
munity service, performed for $ 100 a week. 
The vouchers could be used to pay for 
college or for a down payment on a house. 
Single parents and those older than age 26 
most likely would receive federal aid with­
out serving. 
A nu mber of other options have been 
proposed, including one by Sen. Barbara 
Mikulski (D-Maryland), in which students 
would do part-time volunteer work in ex­
change for federal financial aid. 
Congress also is weighing a bill that 
would expand existing volunteer opportu­
nities and even make community service 
compulsory, with holdouts, and paying an 
extra five percent annual income tax pen­
alty. 
Perhaps because of Nunn's stature as 
chairman of the Armed Forces Committee, 
the senator's plan has attracted the most 
attention and may have the best chance of 
passing. 
And while many students and educators 
seem to like the principle of national serv­
ice, they strongly object to the Nunn-
McCurdy idea of tying it to financial aid, 
something more than one college adminis­
trator, including University of Georgia 
Financial Aid Director Jerry McTier, has 
called "indentured servitude." 
"I don't want higher education to be­
come elitist, but we're headed that way 
now," McTier warned. 
In response to such critisism Nunn said 
last month, "I do not think it's penalizing 
anyone to give them a one-year job experi­
ence, and to pay them, and then to give them 
a $10,000 educational voucher which does 
not have to be repaid." 
Some believe the idea would be too 
expensive. 
The Americian Council on Education 
estimated the Nunn-McCurdy plan would 
cost more than $50 billion a year, compared 
to the current federal student budget of $9 
billion. 
Jenny Jones, a spokeswoman from 
Nunn's office, acknowledged the senator is 
willing to work on a compromise solution, 
but he remains "wedded" to the idea of 
tying the proposal to financial aid. 
Jones also disputes the notion the idea 
would cost more money, "this is a deficit-
neutral proposal," she maintained. 
Even so, NMHU's Chavez wondered if 
many students would find the economics of 
volunteer work practical, given that they 
still have to live while earning voucher 
credits. 
"Most people would not want to work 
for $100 a week," she said. 
The Americian Council on Education 
(ACE) predicted many students who en­
listed in the armed forces or community 
work probably would never graduate. 
An ACE study of the students who en­
rolled in college for the first time in 1980 
found that only 20 percent of the students 
who interrupted their educations to return 
to work had graduated by 1986. Among the 
low-income students who had to leave 
college for a while, only eight percent had 
a degree by 1986. 
Chavez, for one, predicted many low-
income students in particular would use 
their vouchers for a house instead of for a 
college education. 
We would definitely feel a huge im­
pact," said Carolyn Zehren, aid director at 
North Dakota's Jamestown College. "Many 




An annual scholarship of 
$1,000 will be awarded by 
the Advertising Club of 
Savannah. The scholarship 
will be open to all full time 
students enrolled as a high 
school senior through a 
sophomore in college and 
meeting a residential re­
quirement. 
Applications and further 
information can be obtained 
from the financial aid of­
fice. 
Applications are due no 
later than April 30. 
The winning candidate 
will be the student who 
shows the greatest potential 
as a marketing, advertising, 
or PR professional. No par­
ticular field will receive 
preference, and allowances 
will be made for varying 
levels of experience. 
College students to trade 
classrooms for jobs to participate in 
work abroad program 
More than 6,000 college students are ex­
pected to head overseas this summer for 
temporary jobs in London bookshops, New 
Zealand kiwi groves, Parisian bakeries, and 
Black Forest resorts, according to the 
Council on International Educational Ex­
change (CIEE), now in the 20th year of 
conducting its Work Abroad program. 
"What makes working abroad so popular is 
not just the job one finds but the chance to 
be more than a tourist by taking part in the 
daily life of a country," says Sarah Grossi, 
program coordinator. 
Participants bypass the usual administra­
tive process for work permits to work on a 
temporary basis in France, the United 
Kingdom, Ireland, Costa Rica, New Zeal­
and, and the Federal Republic of Germany, 
and Jamaica. 
Great Britain remains the overwhelmingly 
favorite destination for students, who are 
welcomed as workers in London pubs, shops 
and offices from Laura Ashley to the Hard 
Rock Cafe as well as in the farmlands and 
resorts of the countryside. "It's almost 
impossible not to find work in London," 
says Boston College student Kelly CLif-
ford. 
While most students obtain seasonal jobs, 
some find career-related work. Julie 
Cortina, a student at the Culinary Institute 
of America, worked as an assistant chef at 
a hotel in London. "The experience offered 
me an understanding of a variety of cui­
sine, and with so many of the cooks being 
French, it was like being in France, too." 
University of Pennsylvania student Jody 
Shapiro, who was a word processor i n 
Scotland, had earlier lived in Edinburgh as 
a student. "As a regular member of th e 
workforce, at last I got to know Scots of 
various ages and interests," says Jody. "Now 
I really feel like I've lived in Scotland 
instead of just in a Scottish university." 
In addition to earning enough money to 
support themselves, participants gain a 
special confidence from the experience. "I 
remember how scared I was, wondering 
where I was going to stay and how I was 
going to support myself," says University 
of New Hampshire student Laurie White, 
who worked at a restaurant in Paris. "Even 
though it was challenging and a bit frustrat­
ing, I wouldn't trade the experience fo r 
anything. I gained a new confidence in 
myself and my own potential." 
There is an $82 fee for the program, which 
is open to students 18 and older, currently 
studying in the U.3. at an accredited college 
or university. Details and applications are 
available from CIEE, Dept. 16, 205 East 
42nd St., New York, NY 10017, Tel. (212) 
661-1414. 
"Domestic Violence: 
a community crisis" 
by Jim Scutt of the National SherrifTs Association 
Wednesday, April 12 
from 12:30-1:30 in Solms 202 
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY HAY 
in 
SAVANNAH. fiFORflTA 
Investigate the Med Tech Program 
at 
Armstrong State College 
Socialize with students 
Visit clinical laboratories at: 
Candler General Hospital 
Memorial Medical Center 
St Joseph's Hospital 
KW Learn about application 
and admission 
Fridav. Anril 21. 1989 
11 A.M. - 3 P.M. 
Who is invited 7 
Anyone interested in Medical Technology 
CONTACT: L. Hardegree, (912) 927-5204 
STGN IJP NOW 
— 
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Loggerhead summer program 
The Savanah Science Museum an­
nounces the opening of registration for the 
17th season of its Caretta Research Project. 
This threatened species program researches 
and protects the loggerhead sea turtle as it 
conducts its nesting ritual on a Georgia 
barrier island. 
The 18th week schedule, from May 20 -
September 23, covers the nesting and hatch­
ing season of this turtle. Participants are 
needed for week-long stints on the project 
where, from mid-May to mid-August, they 
will wo rk with the females as they come 
ashore to nest. 
Participants working mid-August 
through mid-September will be on "hatch-
fAC matches skills to needs 
April is volunteer month. Throughout 
e Coastal Empire countless numbers of 
»ple depend on the assistance of over 200 
cal non-profit agencies to enrich and 
istain thei r lives. The Voluntary Action 
enter acts as a clearinghouse to match the 
lents and interests of volunteers to the 
:eds of local groups and agencies. There 
'e currently several hundred possible 
Jsitions to fill in a wide variety of areas 
id expertise. 
Counselors are needed to work with the 
icarcerated, t he abused, the emotionally 
isturbed, pregnant teenagers, and young 
inaways. 
Tutors are needed for illiterate adults, 
Georgia Council for the Arts to 
hold public budget hearing 
The Georgia Council for the Arts 
(GCA) will hold a series of 12 public hear­
ings in April and May to give constituents 
statewide an opportunity to respond to the 
agency's newly developed long-range plan 
for fiscal years 1991-93. 
Copies of the plan will be distributed to 
arts constituents prior to the hearings. 
Constituents will be able to present their 
views and make recommendations about 
the plan either at the public hearings, sched­
uled in locations across the state April 24-
May 16, or in written comments submitted 
directly to the GCA by May 16. 
ery duty," monitoring the nests that are 
stretched along the seven miles of Wassaw 
Island's beach and protecting the young as 
they hatch. 
In order to research the loggerhead, par­
ticipants will assume a nocturnal schedule. 
Only the hardy should apply. Afternoons 
are reserved for on-your-own activities that 
take advantage of time spent on an unin­
habited island paradise. 
A tax-deductible fee of $350 for a week's 
participation (running Saturday to Satur­
day) covers food, housing, and project ex­
penses in general. For further information, 
call the Savannah Science Museum, 355-
6705. • 
The GCA then will revise and approve 
the plan for implementation starting with 
the 1991 Guide to Programs. 
Members of the GCA, GCA director 
Frank Ratke and GCA staff members will 
attend the hearings. At least one hearing 
will be held in each Congressional district 
The Savannah hearing is May 1 at 7pm, 
Savannah Civic Center ballroom. 
For additional information, contact the 
Georgia Council for the Arts, Suite 100, 
2082 E. Exchange Place, Tucker, GA 
30084, or call (404) 493-5780. • 
Hospice to train volunteers 
Hospice Savannah will train volun­
teers on Saturday, 15 April at St. Paul's 
Lutheran Church Fellowship Hall. 
The training will cover the philosophy 
underlying Hospice care for making the 
last days of a terminally ill patient's life 
peaceful and comfortable and helping the 
families cope with grief and loss. 
A panel will discuss the physical, psy­
chological, social, spiritual and economic 
aspects of death and dying. Other informa­
tion will include patient care, communica­
tion skills, the role of the volunteer, and 
death and the grief process. 
As the only organization in Chatham 
and Effingham counties licensed to give 
comprehensive hospice care, Hospice 
Savannah provides a program of coordi­
nated palliatiave care which enables pa­
tients to spend their final days in familiar 
surroundings with family and friends. 
Volunteers share their time with the patient 
and family, providing emotional support, 
assisting with patient care and helping with 
errands. 
The training session is open to the pub­
lic. A commitment to volunteer is not 
required. For more information, call the 
Hospice office at 236-1182. • 
at-risk teenagers and grade school students 
who have fallen behind in their work. 
There is a need for fitness instructors for 
the young and the old as well, and a need for 
coaches and recreational leaders. 
Computer literate volunteers are needed 
to teach computer usage to small groups of 
children. Another agency needs someone 
to help children write a newsletter and print 
it on their Commodore 64 computer. 
Use of your time and talents to help 
others is a very rewarding expenence^ Call 
the Voluntary ActionCenterat234-l636 to 
find the need that best matches your time 
and talents. * 
ACROSS 
1 Judge 
5 Wine cups 
9 Male sheep 
12 Site of Taj 
Mahal 
13 Girl's name 
14 Sudsy brew 
15 Abhor 
17 Spanish article 
18 Neckpiece 
19 Carry 
21 Country of A sia 
23 Most pleasing 
27 Agave plant 
28 Chicago airport 
29 Turf 




35 Pullman car 




42 Eagle's nest 




51 Without end 
52 High mountain 
53 RiVer in Siberia 
55 Bursts forth 
59 Diocese 
60 Wheel tooth 
62 Country of A sia 
63 That woman 
64 Chair 
65 Kind of m ug 
DOWN 
1 Pigeon pea 

















Kind of ty pe: 
abbr. 
























COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
SGA 
Spaulding apologizes and looks ahead towards his term 
Robert M. Spaulding II 
SGA president-elect 
As the newly elected Student Govern­
ment Association president, I w ould first 
like to congratulate the other newly elected 
officers. Secondly, I would like to take this 
opportunity to apologize to Verncll Cutter 
for his rights not only as a candidate for 
SGA president but as an individual that 
were infringed upon by campaign flyers 
that were circulated unintentionally. I would 
also like to extend my thanks to all those 
who supported my candidancy. You made 
this victory possible. I could not have won 
if it had not been for all your support. 
As SGA president, I am not making any 
promises, but with your help I hope to 
implement many new ideas into our present 
school system. I'm sure all of you have 
heard of our problems with student apathy. 
It has been proven time after time, that out 
of all the students registered only a few take 
interest in their own welfare. For example, 
in the recent SGA elections, only 376 out of 
3170 students voted. Does this rate of 
turnout correlate to, in any way, the con­
cern of the majority of ASC's students? I 
should think not, for I know, while I w as 
about this campus soliciting votes for this 
office, I heard ove r 350 people's ideas on 
New SGA officers 
Right: Robert Spaulding 11, new ly 
elected president of SGA 
Far right: SGA treasurer-elect 
Robert Creech 
how to stimulate the student's appetite in 
the cafeteria. Some of the ideas I heard 
prove that there is innovation and also crea­
tivity among some students at ASC. On 
numerous occasions I was asked questions 
such as, "What can you do for us?" or 
"What are you going to do about it?" The 
overall attitude of some students looking 
for a savior was astounding. For the record 
let's get one thing straight—I, Robert M. 
Spaulding II, alone as SGA president, am 
no messiah. I personally have limitations, 
but together as a student body, the sky is the 
limit for us. Just as I could not have been 
successful in this election without your 
help, I can't be a successful leader without 
your cooperation once more. 
I guess you ask, exactly what makes a 
person a leader? Eisenhower once said, 
"Leadership is a word and a concept that 
has been more argued than you'll ever 
know." Even scholars who devote their 
lives to the study of leadership are some­
times baffled. 
Sometimes rabblerousers achieve great­
ness, but are they real leaders? Take Adolf 
Hitler, who led the Third Reich and identi­
fied himself as its Fuhrer— is he consid­
ered to be a great leader? What about 
Mussolini, at the southern end of the Axis, 
who named himself il Duce — are the 
claims that he achieved greatness also to be 
rejected? How about Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr.— were his dreams only illusions? 
President John Kennedy, who instilled hope 
and vitality in a nation of people longing for 
direction, is remembered more for his wit 
and charm than for most of his policies. 
Robert M. Spalding, II would love to instill 
the hope, vitality, and also share his visions 
of greatness for Armstrong State with you. 
But what does it take? 
photo by Ron Spelr 
I would like to extend a challenge to 
those students who are adventurous, fear­
less, courageous, stout-hearted, audacious, 
and defiant— come forth, be kno wn and 
share your dreams with me! 
If JFK were here today he would surely 
suggest, as no other could with his e lo­
quence, "Ask no what your student govern­
ment can do for you, but what can you do 
for your student government." • 
Left: Next years SGA secretary 
Christine Heinrich 
Right: incoming vice-president 
Mario Ruja 
Also elected: Freshman Senator 
Sheroiyn Ford and Arts, Sci. & Ed. 
senator Susan Rundbaken 
Ail amendments were passed as 
Stated, 
-
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Miller apologizes for 'sexist' spring break ad 
(CPS) For the second time in two 
months, a major beer company has gotten 
in trouble with the student press. 
This time, Miller Brewing Co. of Mil­
waukee has sent a letter to the editors of 55 
college papers apologizing for a "sexist" 
spring break a dvertising supplement that, 
Miller said, had really been meant as a 
satire. 
"We blew it," the company wrote in 
apology for its supplement, called "Beachin' 
Times" and laced with references to women 
as "babes," suggestions for luring women 
to bed ("swa llow her car keys") and en­
treaties to "name something you can dink, 
bump,and poke. Hint-it's not a Babe. It's 
a volleyball." 
It was almost Miller itself. The Univer­
sity of Wisconsin at Madison's student 
government proposed a student boycott of 
all Miller products when it saw the 16 page, 
four-color insert. 
The Gamecocks at the University of 
South Carolina, the Daily at the University 
of Michigan, and the Tribune at Marquette 
University had refused to include the sup­
plement in their pages when they first pre­
viewed it in January. 
"There was not a place in 16 pages 
where you got the impression that men and 
women talk ed to each other without men 
being drunk and scamming on people," 
said Maggie Sarachek of the University of 
Pennsylvania's Women's Alliance. 
Miller sent the insert to only a few of the 
55 papers for which it was intended, and 
that was by mistake because CASS, the 
Evanston, 111. based ad broker firm that 
arranged to distribute it, didn 't stop them in 
time. 
"The piece wasn't being interpreted as a 
parody," said Bev Jurowski, Miller's pub­
lic relations manager. 
"The people who objected were 100% 
concerned about the sexist aspects of the 
guide," she added. "But the ad included 
information about responsible drinking. It 
was a very high quality piece." 
Peter Herman, editor of the Marquette 
Tribune, disagreed. "The message was 
nothing but drinking. It had no value." 
Herman said the Tribune lost "$400-to-
$500" by refusing to run the supplement 
"If it was a parody, I missed it." 
Miller wasn't the first beer company to 
be accused of insulting students this year. 
In January, a group of students at Florida 
Atlantic University circulated a boycott 
petition claiming a Budweiser ad on the 
back of FAU's phone directory was sexist. 
The ad, which featured three women in 
Budweiser bathing suits provocatively 
sprawled on a Budweiser towel, ran in 
scores of other campus publications with­
out protest, Budweiser public relations 
spokesman Mike Fleming said. 
To Miller's Jurkowski, who, in this case, 
did not distinguish between parody and 
satire, such protests arise because "some 
individuals just don't enjoy parody." 
Some do. Jurkowski said she got a letter 
from the ad staff at the Memphis State 
University Helmsman calling the supple­
ment "innovative and uproariously funny." 
'"For the sake of all "breakers," we hope 
those who find the insert objectionable don't 
show up to ruin the tone of the holiday for 
others'" Jurkowski said the letter read. 
The Helmsman offices were closed for 
spring break, and no one could be reached 
to confirm or deny sending such a letter.•> 
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Clockwise from top left: l-95's Virgil Thompson 
congratulates Versa Vice, 1st place winner & winners of 
best vocalist, best instrumental, and most original band 
awards; Virgil Thompson enjoys a moment of sile nce; 
Versa Vice shines In the spotlight; Versa Vice knocks out 
their competion; and Mr. Nasty wins award for best new 
Savannah band. 
AH photos by SPS 
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Paglia s position and swim team abolished amid controversy 
by Ron Speir, Jr. 
Atapress conference on 14 March 1989, 
Armstrong State College revealed that it is 
discontinuing its women's swim team, 
which was 8-3 this season and finished 
third in the Southeast Collegiate Swim­
ming and Diving Federation in a record 
setting year. The decision is based on the 
"resignation" of the team's coach, Marc 
Paglia, which is marred by a quagmire of 
apparent miscommunication between 
Paglia and the school. 
In a letter dated 23 February 1989 to 
athletic director Dr. John Brewer, Paglia 
stated that he would "no longer be in­
volved" with coaching the Community 
Service competitive swimming program, 
which mainly consists of the Savannah 
Swim Team, a competitive swim team that 
the college runs for local students from 
middle school through high school ages. 
The school receives payments from the 
participants in the SST program, and these 
payments make up a large bulk of Paglia's 
salary. This letter was the "official" written 
grievance thatBrewerasked for from Paglia, 
stating his problems with the S ST situation. 
Paglia made the decision to resign his 
duties with the community service program 
based on unple asant experiences with the 
SST program. Paglia points out working 
long hours, usually 5:30am to 8 or 9pm, as 
a major reason. Both Brewer and Paglia cite 
an incident with a parent of an SST member 
as a final event leading to Paglia's request 
to end the program. Brewer was under­
standing about the SST problem, and he 
remarked that he could not fault Paglia for 
wanting to quit coaching SST. 
Paglia says he was "aware," from pre­
vious conversations with Brewer, that his 
request to terminate the community pro­
grams could be interpreted as a resignation 
from his position at the school, but he was 
never " specifically" told beforehand by 
Brewer that this action could also jeopard­
ize the existence of the swim team. Brewer 
acknowledges the fact that the jeopardy of arose from his phrasing in the initial letter, 
the program was never "specifically" dis- Where Paglia only wanted to delete the 
cussed, but also adds that the administra- community program from his duties, the 
tive decision over the program did not occur administration took the letter as Paglia's 
until after the first letter. Paglia emphati- resignation from his position at ASC, not a 
cally promises that he would have never 
tried to quit coaching SST if he had known 
that the intercollegiate team would be ter­
minated. 
Paglia said that upon receiving the 
letter on 23 February Brewer told him that 
a response would come within 7-10 days. 
An upper level group of administrators 
met on 24 February, even though classes 
were canceled due to snow, to discuss 
Paglia's letter, and -
resignation of a single duty. 
During the discussions over modifying 
the swimming program, the college made 
the decision to "abolish" the women's swim 
program and the swimming coach position 
at ASC with the stepping down of Paglia. 
Brewer cites that with the ASC's forming 
and joining of a new athletic conference 
that the swim team would have most likely 
been terminated in anywhere from "one or 
Thenew 
only one business 
day and a weekend 
later, Brewerreplied 
to Paglia in a letter 
dated 27 February. 
In his letter, Brewer 
stated that resigning 
from the community 
service program is -
"tantamount" to a resignation from his 
position with the college, because the pro­
gram is fisted in Paglia's job description 
and provides a great percentage of his sal­
ary. Paglia had wished to continue coach­
ing ASC's intercollegiate program and 
teaching in the school's developmental 
studies program, which he does part-time. 
But such a change in his job description 
would require a "major modification" of 
the swimming program to appropriate funds 
to make up for the lost SST revenues. 
On 27 February, the same day he re­
ceived Brewer's written response, Paglia 
wrote another letter expressing to Brewer 
that there had been a misunderstanding on 
what he was resigning from. Brewer again 
replied by reestablishing his initial state­
ment that the resignation from SST would 
have to include Paglia's duties at ASC. 
Later on 13 March, Paglia met with 
college president Dr. Robert Burnett to 
discuss the situation, and during this meet­
ing Paglia says he recognized the problem 
Paglia was never told 
beforehand by Brewer 
that this action could 
jeopardize the existence 
of the swim team. 
two years. 
conference would 
not have a swim­
ming program, be­
cause none of the 
other schools have 
swim programs. In 
fact, only a few of 
the possible mem-
- bers of the confer­
ence have swimming pools, and most of 
those pools could not accomodate the win­
ter sport of swimming since they are out­
door pools. The decision to terminate the 
team also included an unsuccessful search 
for an ASC teacher, who could "coach 
swimming on the intercollegiate level." 
Paglia expressed disappointment over 
the fact that he was never informed of the 
death penalty for the swim team, and he 
repeated that he would not have done any­
thing if he knew that the program would 
suffer. Brewer responded that he "be­
lieved" that Paglia was aware of all circum­
stances from their conversations although 
the fate of the swim team was never "spe­
cifically talked about." 
Paglia asserts that when he learned of 
the swim team's fate from Brewer his posi­
tion was officially terminated in the eyes of 
the school, and he had no chance to rescind 
his decision based on the knowledge of the 
swim team's fate. Since Brewer felt that 
Paglia was "adamant" over the ending of 
the SST portion of the job, the possibility of 
asking Paglia to continue to coach SST to 
keep the swim program intact was never 
addressed, after a review of the situation, 
believing Paglia would reject the idea. 
Without the funding, there was no possible 
alternative but to abolish the swim team 
and the coaching position. 
President Burnett said that after a 45 
minute meeting with Paglia that he too 
"was under the impression that Marc Paglia 
was fully aware" of the situation, and Burnett 
continued to explain that he and ASC vice 
president Dr. Frank Butler went over the 
situation with Paglia "three times." But 
Paglia notes that the termination of the 
swim team and the coaching position was 
all but final during this meeting. 
Burnett also added that "all alternatives 
were explored" to find money in other 
budgets to pay for Paglia to continue coach­
ing the team and teaching developmental 
studies classes, but without the revenue 
from SST, there were not enough funds to 
support the position. Dr. Burnett acknowl­
edged that the loss of Coach Paglia and the 
team would be a great loss to the ASC 
community, and he is presently writing 
extremely supportive letters of recomenda-
tion for Paglia. 
Brewer stressed that the school hopes it 
will never find itself in a similar situation 
with an "off campus group" like SST af­
fecting the school's policies and decisions, 
and he especially expressed regret that the 
girls on the swim team were caught in 
limbo as "victims of circumstance." 
Officially, Paglia has not resigned, but 
his contract will not be renewed when it 
expires with theabolishmentof the women's 
swim team and the swimming coach posi­
tion due to financial reasons stemming from 
the loss of the SST revenue. 
It would appear that a breakdown in 
clear communication contributed to the 
confusion, teaching a valuable lesson in the 
value of coherency and in the evils of as­
sumption. *•* 
Women's Basketball: On 20 February, 
ASC announced that Dr. Larry Tapp, 
head coach of the Lady Pirates for the past 
two years, will be returning to full time 
teaching, vacating the head coach posi­
tion. Athletic director Dr. John Brewer 
expressed appreciation to Dr. Tapp for his 
willingness to se rve as coach during the 
return of the program. A search is under­
way to name a replacement. 
Men's Tennis: A SC's men's tennis team 
is ranked 4th south and 15th in the nation 
among NCAA Division II teams. The 
team, which is peppered with players from 
such countries as India, Sweden, Holland, 
South Africa, Canada, and Germany as 
well as players from Savannah, features an 
amazing 21-1 record, beating some im­
pressive opponets along the way. Look in 
next issue for an article on the team s 
success. 
Baseball: ASC's baseball team continues 
to roll with a 24-6 record and is presently 
ranked number 3 in the Division II polls. 
The offense is cranking with a batting 
average of .301, running with 81 out of 102 
bases stolen, and scoring with 8.33 runs 
; per gam e. Pitching is maintaining consis­
tency , featuring a2.44 ERA and 258 strike­
outs in 266 innings. The staff also has 
><t ten o ut of the thirty games. 
photo by Ron Speir 
Baseball coach Joe Roberts is always working to stay king of the hill. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
Larry, you're a jerk. Give me back 
my housekey or I'll talk to the IRS. 
Bea S. 
Stooge #1, so long and thanks for all 
the fish-get your towel when you 
come back. 
CLERICAL 
Tribble & Stephens Construction Co. 
Secretary. 
351-0061. 
Maston Law Firm. Legal Secretary. 
238-4489. 
State Farm Insurance. General 
Clerical. 354-4997. 
Skidaway Animal Hospital. 
Receptionist/Kennel Worker. Apply 
inperson. 
Part-time office help. Call Denise. 
356-1111. 
SALES 
Merry-Go-Round. Sales. 355-0516. 
Uniforms by Patrick. Sales. 355-
0205. 
Starship Records & Tapes. Sales/ 
Asst. Manager. 
232-3174 or 352-2398. 
Victoria's Secret. Sales. Apply in 
person. 
S&KMenswear. Sales. 351-0829. 
Business Samples Program. 
Telemarketing. 351-0579. 
Electrolux. Sales. 352-1239. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
C&S Bank. Proof operator & teller. 
944-3000. 
Southbridge Racquet Club. Head 
maintenance. Apply in person. 
Emory Purolator Courier. Courier 
guard. 964-6174. 
Tom Kohler. Morning Assistant 
236-5798. 
Lane Library. Library Assistant. 927-
5332. 
Sherwin Williams. Office help. 
352-3728. 
Quick Change/Quick Tune. Clerk. 
354-7640. 
Atlantic Meats. Machine Operator. 
964-8511. 
Southbridge Golf Club. Cart person. 
651-5455. 
FOOD SERVICE 
Annie's Cafe & Bakery. Waitress/ 
kitchen help. 
927-9952. 
Rivers End. Waiter/waitress. 354-
2753. 
Alan Gottlieb. Server. 355-1765. 
CHATHAM COUNTY 
* Apply to Chatham County Human 
Resources Department, 133 
Montgomery St. Rm. 605, Savannah, 
Ga., 31401. Job Line: 234-6671. 
CITY OF SAVANNAH 
* Apply to City Personnel Office, 10 
^Eas^a^t^avannahGA^UOL 
IMAGE ̂  
The., — j Imagelndex 
ôr Men 
Test Your Potential for Getting Ahead. 
The following test is based on the probability of making the best first impression on the greatest 
number of pSople in business and professional situations. To take the test ssimply oreJ the nuntet 
opposite the entry that best describes you. Then, total up your score according to the directions 
below, and gauge your Image Index. 
SHIRTS 
X. Long-sleeved, all-cotton, 
white, striped or pastel. 
2. Button-down oxford, any 
color. 
3. Short-sleeved, or anything 
that is wash and wear. 
TIES 
1. All silk with a subtle pattern 
or stripe. 
2. Knit ties. 
3. Clip-ons. 
SUITS 
1. Traditional single-breasted, 
navy or grey pinstnped. 
expertly tailored and well-
pressed. 
2. Designer double-breasted, 
with bold patterns or 
weave, molded to boav. 
3. Prefer sports jacket and 
slacks. 
SHOES 
1. Classic dress shoes that 
SOCKS 
1. Mid or over-the-calf, brown, 
navy or black. 
2. Mid or over-the-calf. 
textured or patterned. 
3. Ankle length, dress or casual. 
FACE 
1. Always clean-shaven. 
2. Have a well-groomed 
mustache or beard. 
3. Not always clean-shaven. 
HAIR 
1. Regularly cut in a 
conservative style. 
2. Sometimes need a haircut. 
3. Always worn in the latest 
avant-garde stvie. 
NAILS 
1. Groom at least once a weeK. 
2. Clip and clean nails 
occasionally. 
3. Bite regularly. 
JEWELRY 
1. Classic style watch, leather or 
metal band. 
2. Wear a sporty watch. 
3. Don't usually wear a watch. 
HANDSHAKE 
1. Firm with both men and women. 
2. Firm with men and limp with 
women. 
3. Squeeze hard to show 
superiority. 
EYE CONTACT 
1. Make frequent eye contact. 
2. Not comfortable looking at 
someone often. 
3. Normally look around the room 
or at feet. 
POSTURE 
1. Usually stand and sit erectly. 
2. Don't pay much attention. 
3. Tend to slouch. 
tie. always freshly shineo. 
2. Usually casual, rarely 
shined. 
3. Don't think about shining 
shoes. For Women 
BLOUSES 
1. Long-sleeved, silk or cotton, 
solid or small print, with 
conservative necklines. 
2. Oxford cloth shirts with bows. 
3. Lace and ruffles, sheer 
fabrics or plunging necklines. 
SUITS 
1. Classic cut. navy, grey or 
black, made of quality fabric 
and well-fitted. 
2. Coordinating jacket and skirt 
in complimentary colors. 
3. Never wear suits. 
DRESSES 
1. One or two-piece, natural 
fabne. classic stvling. long 
sleeves, in navy, grey or oiacK 
with a jacKet. 
2. Same as above, without a 
jacket. 
3. Ruffled, sheer or mini-dresses 
SHOES 
1. Dress shoes, always freshly 
shined. 
2. Casual or dress shoes, rarely 
shined. 
3. Don't think about shining 
shoes. 
MAKE-UP 
1. U'ghtly applied to enhance 
features and coloring. 
2. Don't always wear make-up. 
3. Applied heavier so that 
everybody notices it. 
HAIR 
"L Classic style, well-groomed, 
shoulder length or shorter. 
2. Generally groomed, no 
particular style. 
3. Wear latest style to stand out. 
NAILS 
1. Manicure at least weekly. 
2. Occasionally file and groom. 
3. Wait until nails are chipped 
before polishing. 
JEWELRY 
1. Regularly wear one or two 
important pieces. 
2. Wear small, barely noticeable 
jewelry. 
3. Wear as much as possible. 
PURSES/BRIEFCASES 
1. Carry one well-shined classic 
leather bag for everything. 
2. Carry a well-organized briefcase 
and a purse. 
3. Briefcase and/or purse is always 
overstuffed. 
HANDSHAKE 
1. Firm with men and women. 
2. Only shake when a hand is offered. 
3. Don't shake hands. 
EYE CONTACT 
1. Make frequent eye contact. 
2. Not comfortable looking at 
someone often. 
3. Normally look around the room or 
at feet. 
POSTURE 
1. Usually stand and sit erectly. 
2. Don't pay attention. 
3. Tend to slouch. 
How to Score Your Image Index: Give yourself 6 points for every #1 
answer. 3 points for every #2 answer and 0 points for every #3 answer. 
If your total score is: 
54-72 
36-53 
Congratulations, you're on your way. 
You re on the right track, but have some work to do. 
The Image Index was developed in 
conjunctien with Kaufman Professional 
image Consultants of Philadelphia. 
© 1988. KIWI Brands USA 
All Rights Reserved. 
18-35 Careful, you may be sabotaging your chances of getting 
ahead. There's still hope, though. 
0-17 You've got a real problem. Without immediate action, your 
chances of making a good first impression are virtually nil. 
urn M III 
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misconceptions about how to make the remaining hair grow long enough to bf 
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Consultants, which was one of the. first worse.. 
firms to specialize in copnseiing:o|f ^Gucci and the gang. If you think that 
designer-type shoes will make 
tive image. \ - - you memorable, forget it. Better off with 
•Watching shoes 
and handbags for 
Women. NotnecS; 
Tips to help 
you get ahead 
Carry a wcll-





^ W a t c h e s .  
Wear one, even 
shifted, classic leather purse pomd;: if yon dqnH feel you need li if conveys 
neutral colpr. For shoes, stay wifh pdi~:: an impression of reliability. 
ished basic pumps, in colors harmonious 
with your outfit. 
•Handkerchiefs or pocket squares for 
men. Conventional wisdom says reserve 
them for special occasions and they should 
always match the tie.. Not so, say the 
Kaufmans. Recommendation'.'. Acobrdi-
nating-color handkerchief or pocket 
square can denote a touch of class in a 
business situation. 
•Men's facial hair. Not as widely ac­
cepted as many believe. One study notes 
that 15percentof the business population 
either disapproves of beards and mous­
taches or believes that men wearing them 
are has trustworthy or reliable than their 
*Fancy jewelry. Save it for social occa­
sions. Standout baubles can detract from 
your impression or professionalism, 
swerve away from your presentation. On 
the other hand, women should wear one 
or two good pieces; none at all is not rec­
ommended, either. 
*To makeup or not. Heavy-handed eye . 
shadow or blush should be saved for par­
ties. Ditto false eyelashes. No makeup 
at all is just as unprofessional. 
*The bottom fine. Avoid the unex­
pected, say the Kaufmans. The best shot 
at making the best impression most often 
comes from avoiding surprises and not 





1 block west of Armstrong State College on Abercorn, 
in Savannah Crossing Shopping Center 
Student Special 
Mini pizza or Deli Sandwich and Soft Drink 




Where friends meet! 
CALL 921-0500 
Ask about our Special Studen^iscounts 
Do's and don'ts for making a 
favorable first impression 
(KPIC) If you want to increase the odds of 
making a favorable first impression, wear a 
traditional blue or grey suit. 
A constrasting patterned or striped tie is 
a man's wiser choice than a solid or knit 
one. Women should avoid noisy, distract­
ing jewelry. 
And seemingly little things like freshly 
shined shoes and well-groomed fingernails 
can make a big difference. 
These are a few of the principles in­
cluded in the Image Index, a test designed 
to help determine a person's potential for 
getting ahead. The Index is based upon the 
probability of making the best first impres­
sion on the greatest number of people in 
most business and professional situations. 
The key to making a favorable first im­
pression is to be sure every aspect of your 
appearance fits together, according to con­
sultant Donald Kaufman. "If anything 
sticks out, or calls attention to itself in any 
way, that can detract from the overall im­
pression," he said. 
"Actually, making a favorable first im­
pression in business situations is largely a 
matter of paying attention to detail and 
avoiding extremes," noted consultant Karen 
Kaufman. "It's surprising, however, to see 
how many people have a difficult time in 
applying the basic principles of executive 
dress and good grooming when preparing 
for interviews and/or presentations," she 
added. 
The Kaufmans believe appearance 
strongly influences other people's percep­
tions of trustworthiness, authority, relia­
bility and professionalism. And certain 
combinations of clothing and color will 
convey stronger perceptions than others. 
In general, darker, basic colors—such 
as navy and charcoal grey—are more con­
servative, and authoritative. Blue actually 
has a calming effect. Brown is a "friend­
lier" color, but tan, because it's a lighter 
hue, is not as strong. Red, and its burgundy 
and maroon relatives, is more active and at­
tention-grabbing. 
Black suits are funereal for most men, 
yet black is more acceptable for women be­
cause it's "more sophisticated and increases 
a woman's authority." 
Here are some other "do's" and "don'ts" 
of making a good first impression: 
When it comes to men's shirts, white, all-
cotton, long-sleeved shirts are the most ap­
propriate because they're more powerful 
and authoritative. Striped or pastel-colored 
shirts tend to give a more casual appear­
ance. 
Button-down oxford shirts are very popu­
lar, and give a sense of friendliness, but this 
"preppy" look doesn't project much of an 
authoritative message. 
A white shirt, combined with a navy or 
grey pinstriped suit, accented with a bur­
gundy tie, is the strongest, most authorita­
tive outfit a man can wear. Women, too, 
can benefit from the similar outfit—minus 
the tie—because of the authority it commu­
nicates. 
However, too many women are still 
wearing oxford shirts with bow ties under 
their suits, and instead of conveying au­
thority, "the look leaves the impression that 
you don't know how to dress yourself," 
Karen Kaufman said. Theoutfitalso shows 
a lack of vision, and unwillingness to take 
on any risk. 
He suggests substituting a well-tailored 
blouse, or opting for a classic-styled dress, 
with a jacket. "A dress and jacket can be 
very authoritative," she said. 
Many people ignore their shoes without 
realizing that scuffed or unpolished shoes 
can detract from their overall appearance 
appearance quotient. "From our experi­
ence, we've learned that unpolished shoes 
can signal a lack of attention to detail," said 
Donald Kaufman. "And that message 
should come through, on an unconscious 
level, loud and clear." 
From a style perspective, dress shoes 
work best for both men and women. For 
men, any kind of basic tie shoe is accept­
able. Mid-heel basic pumps should be the 
first choice for women, although flat shoes 
that are styled like pumps are okay, too. 
Anything else—loafers for men or sandals 
for women—are deemed too casual. 
You also communicate an impression 
through body language. For example, a 
handshake should always be firm, with 
men and women. And someone who avoids 
eye contact can come across as unreliable 
and not very trustworthy. 
The important thing is the significance 
of your first impression on others. "As silly 
as it may seem, your mother was right First 
impressions do count, especially if you're 




SAVANNAH. GA. 31406 
(912) 355-0119 
WILMINGTON ISLAND S/C 
216 JOHNNY MERCER BLVD. 
WILMINGTON ISLAND 
SAVANNAH. GA. 31410 
(912)897-4273 
SLIGHTLY OFF CAMPUS^ 
Students blast U. of Arizona 
(CPS) The University of Arizona, 
seeking a fresh look and fresh revenues 
from UA t-shirts, hats and other sales, was 
blasted by students and legislators alike the 
last week of February for adopting a new 
logo. 
"It's a waste," said state Rep. Bill 
English of the new design at a state legisla­
tive committee weighing UA's budget 
request for next year. 
Rep. John Kromko was equally upset 
by the$29,012 cost of the design and by the 
deisgn itself, which he called "a wimp 'A'." 
"You can see why they need more 
money," Kromko said at the meeting. UA 
officials have asked the legislature for 
$269.9 million to run the university next 
year, $20 million more than Gov. Rose 
Mofford had budgeted. 
UA officials decided last summer to 
redesign the school's 9-year-old block "A" 
logo to graphically unify the university's 
departments and to increase licensing sales 
of UA shirts, sweatshirts, hats, pencils, and 
other souvenirs, explained Steve Emerine 
of UA's publications department 
The revenue from such business can 
be "significant," added UA legislative liai­
son Greg Fahey. Sales, moreover, increase 
when new designs appear in the stores. 
Students, on the other hand, were 
less upset by the new design than by offi­
cials' hiring of an outside artist Rober Ryt-
ter of Baltimore, instead of students to 
execute the design change. 
"I think that the job could have been 
given to students, and the results would 
have been as good or better," graphic de­
sign major Sheila Roc told the Arizona 
Daily Wildcat, the campus paper. 
While Roc' s classmates also claimed 
they could have researched and created a 
new mark for the school, campus graphics 
assistant director Josahua Young disagreed. 
"This was a very big job, and the students 
in the graphics department couldn't have 
done it." • . 
photo by Ron Spelr 
A sure barometer of spring weather - the computer center. 
Quips from campuses around the country... 
New heights in the depths of 
student apathy 
Student politicians like to complain 
that students are apathetic about campus 
governments, but it could be that students 
just can't remember who they've elected. 
The latest proof: only 18% of the 
Marquette University students polled in 
mid-February could name their student body 
president. In response, president Mike 
McCarthy swore "name recognition isn't 
important." 
In December, Iowa State student presi­
dent Doug Martin explained away a poll 
showing that only 23% of ISU's populace 
could name him by saying it reflected what 
a good job he was doing avoiding contro­
versy. In February, alas, some student 
senate opponents accused him of misusing 
student funds. 
In the event anyone can remember 
student leaders' names long enough to want 
to call them, Florida Atlantic University's 
student government has decided to buy 
beepers for its four top officres. 
"The whole idea is to make ourselves 
more accessible to people," vice president 
Mitch Albert, who must chair the optimism 
committee, told The Atlantic Sun , FAU's 
student paper. 
Albert claimed people are actually 
calling them, though he said the 
experiment's most persistent result is that 
one officer has been plagued by a "prank 
beeper" who has called as many as 12 times 
during one day simply for nuisance value. 
*** 
Of course, disrespect for student poli­
ticians isn't always random. Some people 
go out of their way to cultivate it. In 
February, for instance, University of Utah 
student governemnt vice president Grant 
Sperry announced he would run for student 
presidenteven though he'll graduate before 
his term would start. 
Sperry is running as the candidate of 
the Tupperware Party. 
He told the Daily Utah Chronicle the 
Tupperware Party differs from the Who 
Cares? party, which fielded candidates in 
last spring's races. Who Cares? party 
candidates, Sperry said, did not intend to 
win. Tupperware party candidates this 
spring, he contended, are much more seri­
ous about not winning. 
Role models in the admini­
stration 
Students aren't the only campus lead­
ers to help the wheels of higher educaiton to 
grind to a halt. 
After spending $70,000 to install 10 
automated doors to make its campus more 
accessible to wheelchair-bound students, 
administrators at the State University of 
New York at Stony Brook discovered in 
mid-February the doors themselves kept 
breaking. They blamed bad craftmanship 
and students "fooling around" forthedoors' 
frequent breakdowns, but still others noted 
sliding doors are simply inappropriate for 
the heavy use they typically get in high-
traffic areas like campuses. 
What to give the university that 
has everything 
Someone has donated a lake to the Uni­
versity of the South in Sewanee, Tennes­
see. 
The Clarence Day Foundation annunced 
in February it was donating the 100-acre 
Day Lake, as well as 450 acres around it, to 
the school. The gift, vice chancellor Samuel 
Williamson said, will make the campus 
"drought-proof for years to come." 
**• 
Already sitting on the largest endow­
ment fund in the nation, Harvard Univer­
sity fundraiser Margaret Mansfield has 
asked undergrads to give her the names of 
their grandparents, noting she plans to start 
asking them for donations in the near fu­
ture. 
Could there be a proposition 
49 to prevent this? 
Alum Lenny McAbee, a 6'1", 290-
pound former wrestler and football player 
at Indiana University, left his full-time job 
in Minneapolis late on the evening of Feb­
ruary 9, flew to Chicago and then drove 
four hours to Bloomington in time to win 
the annual Spirit of Sport All-Nighter's 
pizza-eating contest for the fourth year in a 
row. 
For some reason, no one in the crowd 
was willing to question the imposingly bulky 
McAbee's eligibility for the contest. 
But McAbee, who credits his victories 
to "practice" and to eating "the crust last," 
says he'll retire, which is good news for 
future competitors. Mike Lawhorn, 
McAbee's former roommate, recalled 
McAbee once ate 13 hamburgers in three 
minutes, and that "he ordered from Pizza 
Express so often that we got Christmas 
cards from them. 
Parking frustrations... 
Frustration about a major campus prob­
lem - parking - could land an Univeristy of 
Oregon senior in jail. 
Angry that he got a ticket while he was 
in class taking a required four-hour exam, 
student Jeffrey Sebastion sent a letter pep­
pered with profanities to the city in protest. 
"My god, they charged 25 cents a half 
hour," he exclaimed. "It's ridiculous." 
City Judge Frank Bocci was offended, 
citing Sebastion for contempt of court, a 
crime that could carry a jail sentence. 
A decision in the case is due sometime 
in March. 
It's not the first time students have gone 
overboard protesting campus parking con­
ditions. 
At Arizona State University in 1987, a 
frustrated student mailed feces, cactus 
needles, paper soaked in urine, and rodent 
Duke number six in soaps 
choice 
In January, officials at ABC announced 
that, after weighing the efforts of 50 schools 
to woo the network to tape episodes of the 
"One Life to Live" soap opera on their 
campuses, they had chosen the D urham, 
North Carolina, campus of Duke Univer­
sity. 
Duke, said ABC publicist Jason Bon-
deross at the time, had proven it self t he 
"perfect" settting for the show. 
However, it turns out that Duke was just 
the first of six "perfect" campuses to alio-1 
"One Life to Live's" production to visit 
show officials now confess. 
ABC had been turned down by the um 
versifies of Maryland, Texas, Oklahoma 
and Delaware and by Colgate Universit) 
before Duke officials agreed to ho st thf 
show. 
And the winner is ... 
Ken Walter, 27, claims he's bee" & 
undergraduate at the University of Ariz0113 
for nine years. 
Walter has had four majors, 
on UA's water polo team, and was » 
founder of the UA Leisure Club, "w^ 
had no constitution, form or purpose whu 
soever" before people stopped showingu" 
for meetings in 1986. 
He thinks he may have enough ere 
to graduate this spring, after which he ho^ 
to work as an ad salesman. 
the 
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COULD BE A 
WORTHY OBJECT 
Z O O  u .  b y  M a r k  W e i t z m a n  ZOO u. by Mark Weilzman 
UxLUxOUxLLL 
faculty lecture series... 
The Soviet Economic Model: Strengths and Weaknesses 
Olavi Arens will discuss the Soviet model of industrialization, the present difficulties 
of the Soviet economy,and the impact of economic problems on Soviet politics 
Th u r sd ay ,  April 13 at 12:30 in Health Professions Auditorium 12:30 
rrr 
TOGETHER 
An AIDS Awareness outreach project of 
GPTV, Peach State Public Radio, and 
the Department of Human Resources. 
M Ca/i Help 
By 1990, someone you know will have AIDS. You can make a difference to them. Watch 
the AIDS Awareness Month programming on your GPTV station. Together we can help. 
I Have AIDS — A Teenager's Story 
Wednesday, 4/5, 7:30 PM 
16-year-old Ryan White, a hemophiliac who 
contracted AIDS through a blood transfusion, 
answers teens' questions about AIDS. 
America In The Age of AIDS 
Wednesday, 4/5, 8 PM 
How life in an all-American town has been changed 
by AIDS. 
Faces of AIDS 
Thursday, 4/6, 7:30 PM 
Exploring the emotional impact of AIDS. 
Mark and Joey 
Friday, 4/7, 7:30 PM 
A drama written for teens focusing on Mark, 21, 
a person with AIDS, and his 16-year-old brother Joey. 
On The Trail Of A Killer 
Tuesday, 4/11, 8 PM 
The story of the world-wide research effort to find a 
cure for AIDS. 
Capitol Hill Report A GPTV Production 
Friday, 4/14, 7:30 PM, 
Indigent patient care; AIDS in the Georgia 
Correctional System; legal aspects. 
AIDS: In Search of A Miracle 
Tuesday, 4/18, 8 PM 
A distinguished panel discusses the AIDS crisis. 
PrimeTime A GPTV Production 
Saturday, 4/22, 5 PM 
The financial impact of medical costs; the impact of 
AIDS on a family and in the workplace. 
The AIDS Quarterly 
Tuesday, 4/25, 8 PM 
Up-to-date medical information on the epidemic. 
AIDS: Your Questions Answered 
A GPTV Production 
Tuesday. 4/25, 9 PM 
A local distinguished panel answers callers' questions. 
Georgia Digest A GPTV Production 
Friday. 4/28, 9 PM: Saturday, 4/29, 1 PM 
Georgia's medical research centers; 
what Waycross, Georgia is doing about AIDS; 
the Grady Hospital AIDS Hospice Program. 
For information on how you can help: 
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